Glide heavy appliances, furniture and other objects smoothly and safely across floors with Surface Sleds for hard surfaces and Surface Sleds for carpeting.

The extra soft bottom on our hard surface sleds prevents floor scratches and marks, while the thick memory padding on top provides ample cushion for heavy objects. Surface Sleds for carpeting is a breeze with the smooth plastic bottom and impressionable foam top of these specialized sleds. Our Surface Sleds are built to last and are formulated to be nearly unbreakable.

PRODUCT FEATURES

- Provides plenty of padding to cushion heavy objects
- Felt bottom slides across hard surfaces
- Easily move furniture, appliances, office equipment and more across tile and wood floors
- Easily moves heavy objects across carpeting
- Non-slip foam rubber top to pad heavy objects
- Extra smooth flexible bottom glides across carpeting
- Sturdy, nearly unbreakable construction